
Food Justice Scholar-Activist/Activist-Scholar Community of Practice Meetings at 
American Association of Geographers Annual Conferences 

 
2017 
 
Food Justice Scholar-Activist/Activist-Scholar Community of Practice, meeting. 
Friday, April 7, 2017, Boston, MA. 
 
Organizers: 
Kristin Reynolds, The New School/ independent scholar  
Katera Moore, University of Pennsylvania  
Daniel Block, Chicago State University 
 
Sponsorship: Geographies of Food and Agriculture Specialty Group 
 
Description: Food justice scholarship and activism have continued to evolve alongside, and often 
intertwined with each other over the past decade. This has set the stage for critical and action-
oriented dialogues about: the meaning and scalability of “food justice,” as both a paradigm and 
material goal; the roles of academics in food justice activism; the recognition of experience-
based food systems expertise; and a deep questioning of a dichotomy between activist and 
scholar--all topics of direct and historical relevance to geography. 
 
Among our collective, we have organized conference sessions and field trips centered on these 
themes at the past few AAG meetings to begin to build a community of practice among “food 
justice scholar-activists and activist-scholars.” After a successful suite of sessions in 2016, and a 
special journal issue in progress, we will meet in Boston to continue cultivating this working 
group. The meeting is open to all, including community-based participants, academic, and 
professional geographers. Please join us if you are interested in helping to advance our collective 
food justice scholar-activist/activist scholarship. 
 
 
2016 
 
Scholar-Activists/Activist-Scholars: Cultivating an Ongoing Community of Food Justice 
Practice: Perspectives from the Field, paper sessions. 
Friday, April 1, 2016, San Francisco, CA.  
 
Organizers: 
Daniel R. Block - Chicago State University  
Kristin Reynolds - The New School 
 
Sponsorship: Geographies of Food and Agriculture Specialty Group 
 
Description: The lines between food justice scholarship and activism are often blurry. 
Community-based activists write about their work or food justice themes in public media and in 
peer reviewed journals. Many academics envision their research and writing as a contribution to  
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the growing movement for socially just food systems. Academics and community based activists 
work and write together to accomplish specific initiatives or grapple with the very concept of 
scholarship with respect to food, agriculture, and social justice. Any of these activities can be 
important in advancing "food justice" in both a theoretical and practical sense. This session 
highlights the variety of ways scholar-activists/activist-scholars (regardless of their affiliation 
status or seniority) work and communicate with each other and the public. It brings together 
scholar-activists and activist-scholars with some experience in this realm and who are hoping to 
exchange ideas and build a long-term community of practice.  
 
Paper session 1, 2016 
 
Chair(s): 
Daniel R. Block - Chicago State University  
 
Presenter(s)/author(s): 
 

• Kristin Reynolds - The New School; Daniel R. Block - Chicago State University  
Abstract Title: The Many Roles, Positions, and Scales of Food Justice Scholar-Activism 
and Activist-Scholarship: Examples from New York State and Chicago 
 

• Garrett Graddy-Lovelace - American University School of International Service  
Abstract Title: Community-based research assessing impacts of US agricultural policy on 
agrarian justice: or, methodological challenges of decolonial goals 
 
 

• Paul Rogé - Michigan State University  
Abstract Title: Participatory action research viewed from the lens of improvisational 
dance 
 

• Hank Herrera - Center for Popular Research, Education and Policy, Tela D'arweh, Llc  
Abstract Title: Generational Shifts in the Value and Meaning of Experience in Learning 
Spaces 
 

Discussant: 
Kristin Reynolds - The New School 
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Paper session 2, 2016 
 
Chair(s): 
Kristin Reynolds - The New School  
 
Presenter(s)/author(s): 
 

• Virginie Lavallée-Picard - Wind Whipped Farm; Julia Laforge - University of Manitoba  
Abstract Title: Building Scholar/Activist Networks: Collaborative research in the new 
farmer movement in Canada 
 

• Rebecca Croog - Temple University  
Abstract Title: Youth-led Sustainability Mobilization in the Inner City Urban Context: 
Toward a "Regenerative" Just Sustainabilities 
 

• Evan Weissman - Syracuse University  
Abstract Title: Food Justice and Contradictions in Activist-Scholarship 

 
Discussant: Joshua Sbicca - Colorado State University  
 
Scholar-Activists/Activist-Scholars: Cultivating an Ongoing Community of Food Justice 
Practice, Student and Beginners, “Who are our teachers? A workshop for beginning 
activist-scholars,” panel session.  
Friday, April 1, 2016, San Francisco, CA. 
 
Organizer(s): 
Katharine Bradley – University of California, Davis 
 
Chair(s): 
Daniel R. Block - Chicago State University 
 
Sponsorship: Geographies of Food and Agriculture Specialty Group 
 
Description:  More and more students are drawn to studying and participating in the food 
movement, many of us taking a particular interest in the food justice movement. We often come 
to our studies eager to learn from and support grassroots activism, understand the bigger picture, 
and, as the saying goes, be part of the change we want to see. These changes are about food 
access and who controls our food system. But, they're also about the ways scholars and 
researchers engage with activists. In school, we often find professors with structural analyses of 
injustice that we find compelling, and if we're lucky, we find professors who are also engaged 
with activists. We often also search for teachers who understand the human, lived experiences of 
food insecurity, racism, food justice activism. This search, and the subsequent process of 
building trust, can be more complicated and take longer than completing a degree, giving rise to  
 
logistical and ethical quandary. Many students have a great deal to learn from activists (as do 
many of our professors), yet we frequently approach field work and internships having 
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internalized ideologies about knowledge hierarchies espoused in many university settings. These 
ideologies frequently diminish, or even blatantly dismiss, the wisdom, rigor, creativity, empirical 
soundness, and contextual understanding that is intrinsic to so much activism. And, they impact 
our ability to build trust and be good allies. 
 
This session will address the struggle to unlearn these ideologies, as well as the challenges of 
identifying teachers, learning practices, and research practices that respect, in personal and 
practical ways, food justice activism and activists' expertise and scholarship. What ethical 
dilemmas arise from the having to do original research on a masters degree or Ph.D. timeline? 
How do we respond to professors and advisors who doubt an engaged and or humble approach to 
research? How do we balance critique with allyship? How do we build bridges across cultural, 
class, and/or racial boundaries between campus and community? How do we support activists 
through our scholarship, even as we doubt our status as new scholars? What are our obligations 
as students to change the oppressive ideologies that can emerge from academic institutions? 
 
If you would like to participate in this interactive session, please submit your questions and 
concerns to Katie Bradley by March 15, 2016 so that a panel of advanced beginner activist 
scholars and scholar activists may field your questions and facilitate discussion of these topics. 
 
Panelist(s)/Speaker(s): 
Kristin Reynolds - The New School  
Jose Oliva (Joanne Lo, as substitute) Food Chain Workers Alliance  
Hank Herrera - Center for Popular Research, Education and Policy, Tela D'arweh, Llc  
 
2015 
 
Food Justice Scholar-Activist Community of Praxis, panel session. 
Wednesday, April 22, 2015, Chicago, IL  
 
Organizer(s): Kristin Reynolds - The New School 
 
Sponsorship(s): 
Geographies of Food and Agriculture Specialty Group 
Cultural and Political Ecology Specialty Group 
Socialist and Critical Geography Specialty Group 
 
Chair(s): 
Daniel R. Block - Chicago State University  
 
Description: Many critical food scholars - both within and beyond the academy- engage in 
research and writing about social/ecological justice in agrifood systems as one form of advocacy 
or activism. We may use our analytical skills to uncover ways that various social and political 
constructs -including structural oppression, neoliberalism, and neocolonialism- shape agrifood  
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systems at multiple scales. We may write or speak about these issues for diverse audiences. Our 
work in the "field" (whether literal or metaphorical) is undergirded by critical analyses of the 
often asymmetrical sociopolitical dynamics that shape our world. Yet, our commitment to social 
justice does not always play out in the way that we might hope in our research and scholarly 
practice. We are often well versed in examining unjust social, economic, and political realities in 
the agrifood system. We tend to be less skillful at aligning our scholarly practices with the anti-
oppression theories on which we depend to frame our analyses. 
 
As individuals interested in reconciling theory with our own practices, we can draw from 
perspectives on "scholar activism" (e.g., Piven 2010; Pulido 2008), and examples of academic-
grassroots collaboratives that are navigating this terrain (e.g., Newtown Florist Club Writing 
Collective 2013). By and large, however, action-oriented agrifood justice scholars have not come 
together on a consistent basis to discuss our challenges, successes, and innovations in this realm 
of scholarly activist work. To this end, this session will consist of a discussion forming a 
"community of praxis" for scholars within and beyond the academy who engage in action and 
activist research for socially just agrifood systems. The session will open with short remarks 
from the panelists, and proceed to a discussion about whether/how an ongoing dialogue might 
take shape.  
 
Panelist(s): 
Julian Agyeman – Tufts University  
Katharine Bradley - UC Davis  
Henry Herrera - Center for Popular Research, Education and Policy  
Tracey Osborne - University of Arizona [not able to attend] 
Kristin Reynolds - The New School 
Jose Oliva – Food Chain Workers Alliance  
 
Discussant(s): 
Garrett Graddy-Lovelace - American University School of International Service  
RDK Herman - National Museum of the American Indian  
 
2014  
 
Activist Scholarship and Scholarly Activism in Food Justice, panel session. 
Friday, April 11, 2014, Tampa, FL 
 
Sponsorship(s): 
Geographies of Food and Agriculture Specialty Group; Indigenous Peoples Specialty Group 
 
Organizer(s): 
Katharine Bradley, University of California, Davis 
Henry Herrera - Center for Popular Research, Education and Policy  
 
Chair(s): 
Alison H. Alkon - University of the Pacific  
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Description: Food justice is an ideal condition that creates equitable access to healthy food and 
ownership of the means of production and exchange of the food by the communities that 
consume the food. This concept informs several social movements that evolve and are called 
food justice. Some examples of food justice activities include urban agriculture; addressing lack 
of food access; nutrition and food system education; and community development. Some of these 
activities are not led by the people they intend to serve and can never fulfill the ideal of food 
justice. They bear more in common with the alternative food movement than the food justice 
movement. At best, they constitute nominal food justice. Nevertheless, the proliferation of 
applications of the ideal has two important impacts: first, an expansion of activist work and 
scholarship on "food justice"; and second, mystification of the meaning of the term. 
 
While it may be easier for scholars to gain entree with activists doing nominal food justice, it is 
important that scholar activists hold each other accountable to high ethical standards, even if this 
inhibits or slows our scholarly processes. Furthermore, scholar activists often work with 
activists, benefit tremendously from relationships with these individuals and their organizations, 
and build scholarly work on them. Activists often possess tremendous knowledge about the food 
justice field, but they build this body of knowledge more slowly, often through greater personal 
sacrifice, with fewer opportunities for engaging in scholarship, and with less recognition than 
their scholar counterparts. This dynamic results in extractive research practices even when 
scholars attempt to avoid this outcome.  
 
This panel discussion will engage scholars and activists in conversation about how to prevent 
this outcome and change research dynamics. Given the lack of funding for activists to participate 
in this conference, several of the invited activists will be participating virtually. In addition to the 
obvious barriers to collaborative scholarship, this discussion will address ways to create safe 
spaces for activist and scholars to engage with each other on an equitable basis; how to 
legitimize activists' work as research; reciprocal relationship dynamics among activists, scholar 
activists working mainly in the community, and activist scholars working mainly in the academy; 
conditions and resources necessary for activists to engage in scholarship; and scholarship foci 
that advance food justice activism.  
 
Panelist(s): 
Henry Herrera - Center for Popular Research, Education and Policy  
Katharine Bradley, University of California, Davis 
T. Garrett Graddy - American University School of International Service  
Daniel Block - Chicago State University  
 
 


